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Ecological Engineering and the urban 
landscape

- Ecological engineering principlesg g g p p
- Bridging between different disciplines

- Examples of ecological engineering 

BohemenEcoEngineeringConsultancy  (h.bohemen@kpnplanet.nl)
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Presentation Workshop Ecological Engineering and the Urban Landscape
the 2nd of September 2010 in Amsterdam

Outline of the presentation

•Introduction
•Motive: Sustainable development 
•Ecosystem approach
•Nature engineering s.s. en s.l.
•Ecological engineering
•From theory to practice  
•Practice examples of art, ecology 
and materials
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and materials
•Conclusions
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Central in the problem formulation: 
Realization of ecogical sustainability in the 
urban landscape 
• Difference between durability and sustainability.

E t h• Ecosystem approach.
• On the one site ‘Prevention, mitigation and 

compensation’ of environmental damage, on the 
other site ‘realisation of more ecological values’ .

• Integration of economy and ecology: instead of using 
external costs it is adviced to use a prevention costs 
approach
S l i it bl ith th d i f b
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• Solving community problems with the design of urban 
landscapes

Climate and towns: urban heat island 
effect
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Important aspects

• Natural capital basis of human existance (distinguish between 
f ti i f t t d d tfunctioning of ecosystems, ecosystem goods and ecosystem 
services)

• Self design of nature
• From chain to cycle thinking
• From segregation to integration
• All levels of scale are important
• Art can facilitate (to look over the borders – out of the box 
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(
thinking - , find unexpected  or even improbable connections)

• Sense of place and sense of communities

Living machines for cleaning of waste 
water and sustainable use of water: 
example of selfdesign

•Living machine in Nova Scotia
•Spontaneous development

•Make use of ecological services 
for cleaning of waste water using 
the nutrients in the wastewater 
at the same time to produce 
valuable products 
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Living machine in the Zoo of Emmen
(In the Netherlands: there are two functioning and two 
livingmachines in design)
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Local treatment of waste water from a car 
wash using a helophyte filtersystem
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From chain to cycle:
composting

• Compost (waste as a resource)

• This is just one example how 
input and output can be coupled 
on local scale

• Use of compost will increase 
organic content of soils (stable 
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humus; CO2 binding)

From chain to cycle:
Waste water recycling on local scale
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From chain to cycle: 
Recycling on urban  scale
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Thinking in ecosystems (concept Van 
Leeuwen, Van Wirdum, Tjallingii)

• Starting point is the dependence of man on the biosphere and other 
organisms (maintaining ecological functions and wise use of ecosystem 
services and goods).

All l l f l d th l ti ithi d b t i t t
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• All levels of scale and the relations within and between are important –
from the individual tree to the total ecological network on different scales – . 
Connectedness not only from an ecological but also from a social viewpoint.
• Be aware of different types of boundaries between the choosen systems
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Different level of scale (1):
Simple small provisions for plants, insects 
and birds in a fence
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Different levels of scales (2):

Individual tree Landscape (habitat-
corridor-matrix)
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Do not forget people: 
An ecological present

Example of how to get interest for 
ecological values in a new housingecological values in a new housing 
area: to compensate for losses of 
nature the new inhabitants of houses 
get a present from the building 
company in cooperation with local 
ecological groups: 
nest boxes for birds, bats and 
butterflies, seeds to grow native 
plants brochures about nature in the
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plants, brochures about nature in the 
area.
Give everyhouse a new tree and 
stimulate green roofs on carports
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Definitions

• Nature engineering s.s.: 
The complex of measures to maintain all living plant and 

animal species in their habitat context, which are 
under threat of human activities.

• Nature engineering s.l. =  Ecological Engineering:
The design, (restoration and creation) of sustainable 

ecosystems that integrate human society with its
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ecosystems that integrate human society with its 
natural environment for the benefit of both.

Nature conservation, nature engineering,  
nature technique s.s.  (nature 
management) are still fully needed

Overall objective should be:
Seek a balance between natural, 
semi-natural and human 
dominated areas
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Flower meadows in urban settings can fulfil 
different ecological services (biodiversity, 
biomass, food for pollination by insects),
including nature play for children as well

• Rethink grass cutting: change 
mowing regimes for different 
grass heights (for more flowering 
plants, insects and birds)
• During the last ten years the 
total flowering of plants in The 
Netherlands  has  decreased 
35 % ith t i ifi t
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35 %, without significant 
differences between different 
landscapes

An example of a ‘green’ street
(“De Kersentuin”, a district in the Dutch town Leidsche Rijn 
near the town of Utrecht)
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Spontaneous grow of plants along a 
pavement
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Spontaneous grow of plants on a 
canal wall
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Vision of Hundertwasser: a road 
through a landscape
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Design of a green roof on a petrol 
station
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The lawn on the library building of 
the University of Technology
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Amount of run-off water from 
different types of flat roofs
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The green roof on a visitorcentre in a 
Dutch nature conservation area
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Integration of different systems for the 
benefit of both; pv cells on a green roof
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Maintenance on a vegetated roof is 
necessary
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Vertical nature: habitat for plants and 
animals as well as cleansing of polluted air

Vienna Paris
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Vertical gardens concept of Patrick 
Blanc

• Vertical gardens of Patric Blanc with 
plants without soilplants without soil.
• His concept is a form of ecoart, two 
dimensial ‘paintings’.
• Picture of the green wall of Musee 
Branly in Parijs (made in 2004).
• Construction: metal frame, 1 cm 
pvc-sheet on which two 3 mm thick 
polyamide-felt has been stapled, 

hi h i h
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which gives the roots support.
• From above water with nutrients 
flow down.

Value of vegetated walls of buildings (to be 
extended with green roofs)
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High rise buildings, waterlandscapes 
and the ecological infrastructure
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Concept of the “Waterslinger” (waterroofs 
on different levels)
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Eco-design of urban areas (ecocity 
approach  by R.Register) 

•Example of an 
b l durban landscape 

that encourage 
sustainable 
behavior, local 
democracy and 
ecological values
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Eco-design of a village in Austria (by 
Hundertwasser)
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Integration of buildings for living and 
a greenhouse
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Cleaning of effluent from a waste water treatment 
facility using ecological engineering; the approach 
has been developed as the very succesful 
Waterharmonica approach
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Stickelbacks as food for spoonbills based 
on Daphinia growing on effluent of a waste 
water treatment facility on Texel

ST P

Effl tE ffluent
Feed w ith
activated

G row ing D aphn ia fo r
nature

EffluentEffluent activated
s ludge ?

W ater

D e C ocksdorp , T exel

D ischarge
of effluent
as lure flow
to fish
s iphon
or to
surface
water

G row ing
tD aphnia H arves ted

daphnia
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G row ing  S ticklebacks
Spoonb ills

C onstructed wetland to
m ake the effluent
su itab le for fish

Problemanalysis transport and 
environment

• Clean cars are not enough, other impacts should also be taken 
into account (habitat fragmentation noise effect social effects)into account (habitat fragmentation, noise effect, social effects)

• All external costs should be integrated in Life Cycle Costing

• The change from fossil fuels to biofuels has many disadvantages 
(competition with areas rich in biodiversity, competition with 
foodproduction and it will stimulate even more cars and roads 
and more time in the car)
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)

• More coordination within the field of territorial planning 
promoting all forms of mobility is still highly needed
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Are there alternative ways which 
need less energy?

• We should try to go from low to high density 
b i ti ( lt l lif l )urbanization (more cultural life, less energy use)

• More facility to go by feet
• More facility to go by bike
• More facility to use public transport
• More facility to use taxi
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Try to think simultaneous in a multimodal, multiactor and 
multilevel approach when solving mobility tasks

Airquality along highways

Current problem of air quality levels in the 
Netherlands: PM10:
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Directorate-General of Public Works and Watermanagement (Rijkswaterstaat)

yearly average PM10 spatial distribution in 2001 within the Netherlands
(Source: RIVM)
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Transport and environment: some 
examples of solutions
• Car free streets: stimulate walking and public life (Kopenhagen)
• Smart grow: redesign of an industrial area (Bilbao)
• Parkingpolicy: max. 90 minutes parking (Zurich)
• Tramsystems: through the middle of the centre (Zurich en 

Freiburg)
• Bussystems: fast buslanes en adapted infrastructure ( Curitiba)
• Congestiontax: more traffic? more tax! (Singapure)
• New life in town: from border of the city to the centre (Tokyo)
• N B Indicators should take all relevant aspects into account: it
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• N.B. Indicators should take all relevant aspects into account: it 
concerns the quality of life (economical, social, psychologycal, 
ecological) and not: 

how can I reach each place as fast as possible.

Innovative ideas: Roundabout 
ecoengine (design of Frazer)

roundabout roundabout ecoengineecoengine
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Air pollution and trees (functional 
green, but do not forget ecology)
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Dispersion of dust particles in a street with 
trees and without trees but with vegetated 
walls
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Roadside verges: 15 % of the Dutch 
flora depends on roadside verges
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Hydroseeding of roadside verges
(increase rate of greening, but local 
species should be used)
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Roadside verge maintenance ( 1x-2x per 
year mowing with removal of the cuttings)
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Experiment along A1 for cleaning of road 
run-off by a helophyte filter system
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Prefab culvert with fauna passage
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Ecology under a viaduct 

•Design idea for
•Ecopoints
•Ecolines
•Ecoledges 
•Ecosurfaces
•Ecowallpaper

(concept of POST-L30
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(concept of POST L30 
Landscapsarchitects)
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Run-off water  can be used for 
vegetation below a viaduct
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Bring structure in the slope under a 
viaduct
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A simple measure on a viaduct: A coconut fiber 
mat with Sedum species will soon show local 
adaptation by blowing in of diaspores (like seeds)
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The green bridge in urban areas for 
people as well as nature
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Ecoduct as new landscape element also 
useful in urban and suburban settings as 
part of greening the city
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Faunapassages above a road: many design 
options possible (the same is true for under the 
road)
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The Ecological Main Structure (EMS) of The 
Netherlands and a map of bottlenecks between 
the EMS and the highways(1990)
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From two networks to a three 
network approach

60
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Art as a catalyst for problem solving
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Art and ecology: 
GSM-mast
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Art and ecology: 
A nesting and resting site for birds of prey 
(Lynne Hull)
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Art and ecology:
Environmentally friendly water edge 
(Patricia Johanson)
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Art and ecology:
An environmentally sound barrier for noise 
reduction and habitat for plants and animals 
(Krijn Giezen)
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Art, ecology and experience of nature 
on a green roof
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Coupling ecology and art

• Many art expressions have a human orientation: 
mainly oriented to our culture.

• Many art objects have also been related to light, 
water, dead nature, but less towards living nature.

• But the examples which have been illustrated show 
that there are also artists which are able to connect 
nature and art in relation to the needs of humans.
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• Artists can play an important role in (design, policy) 
processes.

Highways and surroundings as a 
system: Noise barrier landscape
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Highways and surroundings as a 
system: A helophytefilter landscape
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Set of ecological engineering 
principles (page 1)

• Choose a ‘begin of pipe’ approach
• Make use of the series: prevention, minimizing, 

mitigation and compensation and try to increase 
ecological values

• Make use of ‘self design’ and ‘selfregulation’ of 
(eco)systems

• Make use as much as possible of sunlight instead of
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Make use as much as possible of sunlight instead of 
fossil fuels
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Set of ecological engineering 
principles (page 2)

• Make use of renewable materials as much as possible
• Conservation and development of natural habitat 

patches/ecosystems should be an integrale part of 
human activities

• Holistic approach should be equal with an analytical 
approach

• Take the meaning of the place where things are
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Take the meaning of the place where things are 
happening into account: the so-called ‘genius locus’ 
with matching plants and animals


